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ABSTRACT
Background: Classification systems should enhance communication between clinicians with
varying degrees of experience about the severity of an injury or disease process, reliably guide
treatment, and predict the outcome of various treatment options. Many classification systems
have been developed, but no single classification system has been universally accepted, as early
attempts were prone to pattern recognition of fracture types, and therefore, the interobserver
reliability was low.
Objective: The authors tried to determine 1) whether there are classification systems for
fractures of the thoracolumbar spine that have been shown to be valid and reliable, and 2) when
treating patients, whether employing a particular classification system affects clinical outcomes.
Methods: The literature search yielded 932 abstracts, of which the task force selected 52 articles
for full-text review. Of these, 32 were rejected for not meeting inclusion criteria or for being off
topic. Twenty studies were selected for inclusion in this systematic review.
Results: There are at least 12 different classification systems that have been used over the years.
Early attempts, such as the Denis and AO Comprehensive Classification systems, were often
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developed based on the experience of a single surgeon or a small group and were prone to
pattern recognition of fracture types with low interobserver reliability. More recently developed
systems, including the Thoracolumbar Injury Classification and Severity Scale (TLICS) or the
AO Spine Thoracolumbar Spine Injury Classification System, focus not only on description of
the fracture but also focus on prognosis and treatment, and these systems generally have higher
inter- and intraobserver reliability.
Conclusion: The authors recommend using a thoracolumbar trauma classification scheme that
uses readily available clinical data, such as the TLICS/TLISS or the AO Spine Thoracolumbar
Spine Injury Classification System. However, there is insufficient evidence to recommend a
universal classification system that can guide treatment and affect outcomes of these injuries.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Question 1
Are there classification systems for fractures of the thoracolumbar spine that have been shown to
be internally valid and reliable (i.e., do these instruments provide consistent information between
different care providers)?
Recommendation 1
A classification scheme that uses readily available clinical data (e.g., computed tomography
scans with or without magnetic resonance imaging) to convey injury morphology, such as
Thoracolumbar Injury Classification and Severity Scale or the AO Spine Thoracolumbar Spine
Injury Classification System, should be used to improve characterization of traumatic
thoracolumbar injuries and communication among treating physicians.
Strength of Recommendation: Grade B
Question 2
4

In treating patients with thoracolumbar fractures, does employing a formally tested classification
system for treatment decision-making affect clinical outcomes?
Recommendation 2
There is insufficient evidence to recommend a universal classification system or severity score
that will readily guide treatment of all injury types and thereby affect outcomes.
Strength of Recommendation: Grade Insufficient
INTRODUCTION
Goals and Rationale
This clinical guideline was created to improve patient care by outlining the appropriate
information-gathering and decision-making processes involved in the evaluation and treatment of
patients with thoracolumbar spine trauma. The surgical management of these patients often takes
place under a variety of circumstances and by various clinicians. This guideline was created as
an educational tool to guide qualified physicians through a series of diagnostic and treatment
decisions in an effort to improve the quality and efficiency of care.

Classification systems are designed to achieve several goals and are prevalent throughout all
medical fields, particularly the surgical specialties. Classification systems should enhance
communication among clinicians with varying degrees of experience about the severity of an
injury or disease process, reliably guide treatment, and predict the outcome of various treatment
options. Although classification systems should be inclusive, it is more important for them to be
reliable, reproducible, and practical in the clinical setting, and based on interpretation of clinical
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and radiographic data. Finally, classification systems should suggest to the clinician a prognosis
regarding the injury pattern observed.1-5

Clinicians treating patients with thoracolumbar trauma need a classification system that can
predict whether a fracture pattern is stable or unstable, and if unstable, whether the injury
warrants surgical intervention to prevent late deformity or neurological deficit.2,6 Accumulating
information of a particular injury type within a classification system would allow a clinician
researcher to then study treatment options for that particular injury. In this way, classification
systems are critical to research.

The initial attempt at classification dates to 1929 when Bohler used morphological description in
conjunction with a presumed mechanism to identify 5 fracture types, including compression
fractures, flexion-distraction injuries, extension fractures, shear fractures, and rotational or
torsional injuries.7 Watson-Jones8 further categorized fracture types with a morphologic
classification system that recognized the importance of the posterior ligaments. Seven fracture
types with 3 major patterns were introduced, including compression fractures, comminuted
fractures, and fracture dislocation.8 Watson-Jones8 recognized the concept of spinal instability
and the importance of the posterior ligaments in maintaining stability. This system was followed
by Nicoll’s description9 of injury patterns in 166 fractures in coal miners. All patients had similar
mechanism of injury, buried in a mine with a “hyperflexion” injury.9 Four injury patterns were
recognized: anterior wedge fractures, lateral wedge, fracture-dislocation, and isolated fractures of
the neural arch. The concept of stability was introduced with the exception of fracturedislocation being termed stable, and injury to the posterior ligamentous structure was deemed
6

important in determining stability. When treating potentially unstable injuries, Nicoll9 remarked
on the importance of an anterior fusion, thereby restoring the load-bearing column of the spine.
None of these abovementioned classification schemes underwent validation or even wider
description in the literature beyond the original articles.

Holdsworth10 later developed a 2-column classification system. The anterior column consisted of
the vertebral body and the disc (everything anterior to the posterior longitudinal ligament) and
the posterior column, including the facet joints, the neural arch, and the posterior ligaments
(intraspinous, supraspinous, and ligamentum flavum). Fracture types included compression
fractures, fracture-dislocations, rotational injuries, extension injuries, shear injuries, and the new
concept burst fractures. Injuries that involved just the anterior column were inherently stable
injuries, while those that also caused disruption of the posterior ligaments were unstable. Kelly
and Whitesides11 generally agreed with the 2-column theory and described 11 cases. Stable
fractures were anterior and lateral wedge fractures, and the stable burst. Those considered
unstable were flexion dislocation, flexion rotation (slice), and the unstable burst with instability
indicated if there were damage to both anterior and posterior columns.11 Although a step forward
in classification systems, neither system was ever validated by any group outside of the original
authors.

Since Bohler’s initial attempt to classify patterns of thoracolumbar fractures according to
radiographic appearance and proposed mechanism of injury, many classification systems have
been developed.5-18 However, no single classification system has been universally accepted,
because early attempts were prone to pattern recognition of fracture types, and therefore
7

interobserver reliability was low. In addition, these early classification systems were often
developed based on the experience of a single surgeon or a small group, and this often further
limited the reproducibility and reliability. More recent attempts have focused not only on
description of the fracture but also on prognosis and treatment. These systems have attempted to
provide an injury severity score to help guide the clinician determine an acceptable treatment
plan.5,18 Although these classification systems have been shown to have reproducibility within
the group developing the system (internal reliability) and by groups outside the original
developers (external reliability), they have not been universally accepted. As a result, new
classification schemes continue to be developed and published, and attempts are made to validate
these novel schemes.6, 17 The authors addressed the questions regarding whether the currently
available classification systems for thoracolumbar spine injuries 1) are valid and reliable, and 2)
affect clinical outcomes.
METHODS
The guidelines task force initiated a systematic review of the literature relevant to the diagnosis
and treatment of patients with thoracolumbar trauma. Through objective evaluation of the
evidence and transparency in the process of making recommendations, this evidence-based
clinical practice guideline was developed for the diagnosis and treatment of adult patients with
thoracolumbar injury. These guidelines are developed for educational purposes to assist
practitioners in their clinical decision-making processes. Additional information about the
methods used in this systematic review is provided in the introduction and methodology chapter.
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Literature Search
The task force members identified search terms/parameters, and a medical librarian implemented
the literature search, consistent with the literature search protocol (see Appendix I), using the
National Library of Medicine PubMed database and the Cochrane Library (which included the
Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, the Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effect, the
Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, the Health Technology Assessment Database,
and the National Health Service Economic Evaluation Database) for the period from January 1,
1946, to March 31, 2015, using the search strategies provided in Appendix I.
RESULTS
The literature search yielded 932 abstracts. Task force members reviewed all abstracts yielded
from the literature search and identified the literature for full-text review and extraction,
addressing the clinical questions, in accordance with the literature search protocol (Appendix I).
Task force members identified the best research evidence available to answer the targeted
clinical questions. When level I, II, or III literature was available to answer specific questions,
the task force did not review level IV studies.

The task force selected 52 articles for full-text review. Of these, 32 were rejected for not meeting
inclusion criteria or for being off topic. Twenty articles were selected for inclusion in this
systematic review (Appendix II).
Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria
Articles were retrieved and included only if they met specific inclusion/exclusion criteria. These
criteria were also applied to articles provided by guideline task force members who
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supplemented the electronic database searches with articles from their own files. To reduce bias,
these criteria were specified before conducting the literature searches.

Articles that do not meet the following criteria were, for the purposes of this evidence-based
clinical practice guideline, excluded. To be included as evidence in the guideline, an article had
to be a report of a study that:
•

Investigated patients with thoracolumbar injuries;

•

Included patients ≥18 years of age;

•

Enrolled ≥80% of thoracolumbar injuries (studies with mixed patient populations were
included if they reported results separately for each group/patient population);

•

Was a full article report of a clinical study;

•

Was not an internal medical records review, meeting abstract, historical article, editorial,
letter, or commentary;

•

Appeared in a peer-reviewed publication or a registry report;

•

Enrolled ≥10 patients per arm per intervention (20 total) for each outcome;

•

Included only human subjects;

•

Was published in or after 1946 through March 31, 2015;

•

Quantitatively presented results;

•

Was not an in vitro study;

•

Was not a biomechanical study;

•

Was not performed on cadavers;

•

Was published in English;
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•

Was not a systematic review, meta-analysis, or guideline developed by others *;

•

Was a case series (therapeutic study) where higher level evidence exists.

Rating Quality of Evidence
The guideline task force used a modified version of the North American Spine Society’s
(NASS) evidence-based guideline development methodology. The NASS methodology
uses standardized levels of evidence (Appendix III) and grades of recommendation
(Appendix IV) to assist practitioners in easily understanding the strength of the evidence
and recommendations within the guidelines. The levels of evidence range from level I
(high quality randomized controlled trial) to level IV (case series). Grades of
recommendation indicate the strength of the recommendations made in the guideline
based on the quality of the literature. Levels of evidence have specific criteria and are
assigned to studies prior to developing recommendations. Recommendations are then
graded based upon the level of evidence. To better understand how levels of evidence
inform the grades of recommendation and the standard nomenclature used within the
recommendations, see Appendix IV.

Guideline recommendations were written using a standard language that indicates the
strength of the recommendation. “A” recommendations indicate a test or intervention is
“recommended”; “B” recommendations “suggest” a test or intervention; “C”
recommendations indicate a test or intervention or “is an option.” “Insufficient”

*

The guideline task force did not include systematic reviews, guidelines, or meta-analyses conducted by others. These documents are developed
using different inclusion criteria than those specified in this guideline; therefore, they may include studies that do not meet the inclusion criteria
specific in this guideline. In cases where these types of documents’ abstract suggested relevance to the guideline’s recommendations, the task
force searched their bibliographies for additional studies.
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statements clearly indicate that “there is insufficient evidence to make a recommendation
for or against” a test or intervention. Task force consensus statements clearly state that
“in the absence of reliable evidence, it is the task force’s opinion that” a test or
intervention may be considered. Both the levels of evidence assigned to each study and
the grades of each recommendation were arrived at by consensus of the workgroup
employing up to three rounds of voting when necessary.

In evaluating studies as to levels of evidence for this guideline, the study design was
interpreted as establishing only a potential level of evidence. For example, a therapeutic
study designed as a randomized controlled trial would be considered a potential level I
study. The study would then be further analyzed as to how well the study design was
implemented and significant shortcomings in the execution of the study would be used to
downgrade the levels of evidence for the study’s conclusions (see Appendix V for
additional information and criteria).
Revision Plans
In accordance with the Institute of Medicine’s standards for developing clinical practice
guidelines and criteria specified by the National Guideline Clearinghouse, the task force
will monitor related publications following the release of this document and will revise
the entire document and/or specific sections “if new evidence shows that a recommended
intervention causes previously unknown substantial harm; that a new intervention is
significantly superior to a previously recommended intervention from an efficacy or
harms perspective; or that a recommendation can be applied to new populations.”19 In
addition, the task force will confirm within 5 years from the date of publication that the
12

content reflects current clinical practice and the available technologies for the evaluation
and treatment for patients with thoracolumbar trauma.
DISCUSSION
Question 1
Are there classification systems for fractures of the thoracolumbar spine that have been
shown to be internally valid and reliable (ie, do these instruments provide consistent
information between different care providers)?
Recommendation 1
A classification scheme that uses readily available clinical data (eg, computed
tomography scan with or without magnetic resonance imaging) to convey injury
morphology, such as Thoracolumbar Injury Classification and Severity Scale or the AO
Spine Thoracolumbar Spine Injury Classification System, should be used to improve
characterization of traumatic thoracolumbar injuries and communication among treating
physicians.
Strength of Recommendation: Grade B
Question 2
In treating patients with thoracolumbar fractures, does employing a formally tested
classification system for treatment decision-making affect clinical outcomes?

Recommendation 2
There is insufficient evidence to recommend a universal classification system or severity
score that will readily guide treatment of all injury types and thereby affect outcomes.
Strength of Recommendation: Grade Insufficient
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Before Denis’ classification system, descriptions of thoracolumbar fractures were based
on the appearance from plain x-ray and the presumed mechanism of injury recreated from
the patient’s description of the accident. With the advent of computed tomography (CT),
advanced imaging could give a better anatomic image of a thoracolumbar injury and
allow physicians to describe the injury in multiple planes with fine detail. As a result of
better anatomic definition of the injury, Denis conceptually divided the spine into 3
columns, with the anterior column comprised of anterior longitudinal ligament, anterior
annulus, and anterior vertebral body, the posterior column including the neural arch and
the posterior ligamentous complex (PLC), and the middle column included the posterior
portion of the vertebral body, the posterior longitudinal ligament, and the posterior
annulus fibrosis.12 Denis argued that the integrity of the middle column was the most
important for stability, with disruption leading to potential neurological instability. Denis
also described varying degrees of instability with mechanical instability that could lead to
progressive kyphosis and pain, neurological instability, where the injury was severe
enough to produce a neurological deficit, and most severely, a combination of both
mechanical and neurological instability (third-degree instability).

In a series of 412 patients (53 of whom had a CT), Denis described four injury patterns:
1) compression fractures developed with failure of the anterior column in compression; 2)
burst fractures developed when both the anterior and middle columns failed in
compression and may or may not have led to neurological or mechanical instability; 3)
seat belt injuries resulted from failure of the posterior and middle columns in distraction;
14

and 4) fracture dislocations (the most severe injuries) occurred as the result of failure of
all three columns. These 4 types were then divided into 16 subtypes. The Denis
classification provided level III evidence and became a popular scheme for the
description of thoracolumbar fractures in trauma centers in North America. However, the
system does not clearly identify injuries, which may or may not require operative
intervention.

Often, clinicians thought that if 2 or more columns were involved then the patient needed
surgical intervention.3,4 However, as McAfee15 quickly determined, there were burst
fractures which were stable and could be treated nonoperatively, and those that were
unstable and should be considered for surgical intervention.

Studies attempting to show the reliability of the Denis classification provide level II
evidence that there is only moderate inter- and intraobserver reliability with this system.
In a study reporting 31 consecutive cases of thoracolumbar trauma, Wood20 found an
interobserver reliability with a kappa value (k) of 0.60 for the four types but only 0.17 for
the subtypes. In addition, there was only an intraobserver reliability of 79% for type and
56% for subtype, leading the authors to question the utility of the classification system in
wider studies of trauma populations. Oner21 showed that the use of CT or MRI yielded
good reliability (κ = 0.52-0.60) at the most basic level of the type of fracture, but reduced
to fair to moderate reliability (κ = 0.39-0.45) when trying to classify into one of the 16
subtypes.
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As previously mentioned, McAfee used CT to better define patterns of instability. Based
on observations from 100 consecutive CT scans, he simplified the 3-column theory, and
based on the mode of failure of the middle column in axial compression, axial distraction,
and translation, one could determine the pattern of injury, the severity of the deficit, the
degree of instability, and the type of instrumentation need for correction.15 Six fracture
types were identified, including wedge compression, stable burst, unstable burst, Chance,
flexion distraction, and translation injuries. The mechanism of failure of the middle
column helped determine whether the posterior elements were involved and if a burst
fracture were stable or unstable. If there was disruption of the neural arch or facet joints,
burst fractures were unstable. In addition, the mode of failure of the middle column could
help define if compressive, distractive, or segmental instrumentation was needed.
McAfee’s paper provides level III evidence, and while it describes a simpler
classification than Denis’, it was never tested for reliability or reproducibility.

In contradistinction to anatomic classifications such as Denis’, Ferguson and Allen13
provided a mechanistic classification scheme by which the presumed mechanism of
injury was deduced from the patterns of tissue failure as seen on CT. The authors thought
the concept of dividing injuries into three anatomic columns did not take into account the
biomechanical mechanism of failure of different anatomic regions and thus did not help
to predict a treatment paradigm. The resulting classification strategy was an adaptation of
the authors’ popular classification for subaxial cervical trauma. Seven different
mechanism were described and included compressive flexion, distractive flexion, lateral
flexion, translation, torsional flexion with torsion and compression of the anterior
16

elements and tension and torsion about the posterior elements, vertical compression, and
the rare distractive extension injury. By understanding the mechanism of the fracture, the
authors suggested that appropriate hardware and corrective forces could be applied to
stabilize the spine and that no single mechanism of reduction could be applied to all
injuries. For example, in vertical compressive injuries, distraction rods may be used to
lengthen the shortened segments, but these devices should be avoided in a distractive
flexion or torsional flexion injury. Another challenge with the Denis classification system
noted by several authors is that not all injuries fit into one of the fracture pattern types,
making the system less comprehensive than is preferred by clinicians and researchers.

The next major classification system was published by Magerl and the AO
(Arbeitsgemeinschaft fur Osteosynthesenfragen) in 1994.14 The Comprehensive
Classification system was derived from a retrospective review of 1445 thoracic and
lumbar injuries. Three major injury patterns were identified with categorization along a
scale of progressive severity. There were 3 main types of fracture with distinctly different
mechanisms of occurrence: type A-axial compression, type B-distraction of anterior
and/or posterior elements, and type C-axial torque leading to anterior and posterior
element disruption with rotation. Each type was divided into 3 subtypes, and the subtypes
were further divided into subdivisions. The result was a total of 53 distinct fracture
patterns, leading to a comprehensive system with which to classify thoracolumbar
trauma. The most common type of injury was the type A fracture, with a prevalence of
66%. Type B had a prevalence of 14.5%, and type C, 19.5%. The concept was a
hierarchical classification system in which an A1 injury was less severe than a C3 injury,
17

and although neurological injury was not a part of the classification, the incidence of
neurological injury did increase by type with an incidence of 14% in type A fractures,
32% in type B, and 55% in type C. Conceptually, the classification used both mechanism
and morphology with the 3 major types differentiated by mechanism, but the groups and
subgroups were based on specific morphology.

In attempts to determine the reliability, several studies provide level II evidence that
externally validates the Comprehensive Classification System as a means to communicate
fracture type when only the 3 main types are used in the classification. Oner21 examined
the question by examining 53 consecutive patients with CT and MRI data who had
thoracolumbar fractures. The intraobserver reliability for CT alone was 0.31 and for MRI
alone was 0.28. When all studies were used, the intraobserver reliability was 0.47 for the
complete classification system, which indicated fair to moderate reliability. When only
the 3 major types were classified, the intraobserver κ was only 0.41. When interobserver
reliability was examined, the results showed wide variation depending on who the
observer was and ranged from poor to moderate when examining either the 3 major types
or the complete classification system. The authors concluded that Comprehensive
Classification was useful because it included all fracture patterns, but that MRI is
important to better define the distinctive properties of the 3 different mechanisms of
injury. There was difficulty in distinguishing between type A and type B fracture when
only radiographs or CT were used without MRI. Leferink22 retrospectively reviewed 160
surgically treated patients with AO type A and type B fractures. Fracture classification
was reviewed with the benefit of operative notes, and 17 fractures of the total population
18

were reclassified as type B. Based on this level III evidence, the authors concluded that
up to 30% of type B fractures are misclassified as type A and suggested that preoperative
MRI might be helpful to correctly use the Comprehensive Classification system.

Other researchers have also attempted to externally validate the Magerl (AO)
classification system. Wood circulated 31 cases among 19 observers asking the
participants to grade the 3 AO types and 9 AO subtypes.20 The κ for interobserver
reliability was 0.48 for AO type and 0.54 for AO subtype, with an intraobserver
agreement of 82% for AO type and 67% for AO subtype. The authors concluded, using
level II evidence, that well-trained spine surgeons demonstrated only high to moderate
reliability when they used the AO classification at its simplest level and that intraobserver
reliability at the subtype level or potentially beyond was of concern.

Kriek and Govender23 examined the reliability of AO classification with radiographs and
clinical information in 150 cases, with most cases being type C. The authors found
interobserver reliability of 0.49 at the most basic level of classification by the second
review of cases, but only fair (κ = 0.33) intraobserver reproducibility.23 This study
provided level III evidence that there is good interobserver reliability with the
Comprehensive Classification system. Many observers believe that identification beyond
the three basic types (A, B, or C) is confusing, and the AO system does not specifically
include the degree of neurological injury,4-6 although the hierarchical grading scheme
certainly confirms that type C injuries run a higher risk of neurological injury than type A
injuries.
19

Although Magerl’s Comprehensive Classification was inclusive of all injury patterns
observed at the thoracolumbar junction, it did not help guide treatment. In an attempt to
help guide treatment for the burst fracture (one of the more common types of
thoracolumbar injury), McCormack and Gaines16 proposed the load sharing classification
(LCS) scheme. Three characteristics were identified on CT: 1)
comminution/involvement, 2) apposition of fragments, and 3) correction of kyphotic
deformity in an attempt to determine if posterior short segment instrumentation would
fail in the setting of a burst fracture. The CT patterns were assigned the following point
scores: 1) involvement of <30% of the vertebral body received 1 point, 30-60% received
two points, and >60% received 3 points; 2) apposition of fragments 0-1 mm received 1
point, >2 mm separation in ≤50% of the body received 2 points, and >2 mm of separation
in >50% received 3 points, 3) kyphosis correction of <3° received 1 point, 4 to 9 degrees
received 2 points, and >10 degrees was given 3 points. Using this scheme, a patient’s CT
pattern could be assigned a point total and a patient with a total of 7 to 9 points would be
likely to benefit from both posterior and anterior fixation. In the original report, 5 out of
the 10 patients who failed had 9 points, and no screw fractures occurred in patients with
≤6 points.

Using the LSC, the same researchers reported on a group of patients in which this
treatment paradigm was used.24 Of the 51 patients reported, 39 had burst or Chance
fractures, and 23 had point scores ≤6 and underwent posterior short segment fixation. All
patients healed in near anatomic position. The remaining 16 patients had point scores of
20

7, 8, or 9, and all had anterior Kaneda type fixation, with 15 of 16 patients healing in
anatomic position. The remaining patients had fracture dislocations and underwent initial
reduction with posterior instrumentation. If their point score was 7, 8, or 9, that had
supplemental anterior strut grafting of the fractured vertebrae. All of these patients healed
in a near anatomic position.

Dai examined the LSC in a series of 45 consecutive burst fractures with 5 different
observers and found a high degree of interobserver reliability (κ = 0.82) and intraobserver
reliability (κ = 0.89).25 Elzinga used the LSC in 40 consecutive fractures and found only
fair intraobserver reliability on two observations that were 6 months apart (κ = 0.29). The
interobserver reliability on the second assessment was moderate with a κ for involvement
of 0.58, for apposition of 0.46, and for correction of 0.31, but the analysis of total score
showed moderate to good agreement, with a κ of 0.67. These studies provide level II
evidence that the LSC can be used reliably outside the original group to describe fracture
patterns. However, there is insufficient evidence that LSC successfully predicts the
ability of short segment instrumentation to treat thoracolumbar burst fractures.

Before 2005, no classification systems included the neurological status, which is one of
the most important determinants for surgical intervention in a thoracolumbar fracture, and
there were essentially no systems, except the McCormack and Gaines LSC, that guided
operative intervention. As a result, Vaccaro led an effort by the Spine Trauma Study
Group (STSG) to introduce a system that provided an injury severity score for
thoracolumbar trauma that could potentially guide a clinician through the description and
21

management of these injuries. Vaccaro’s original classification system, the
Thoracolumbar Injury Severity Score (TLISS),18 relied on 3 variables that could be
determined from radiographic data and the clinical examination. Injury mechanism could
be recreated from the pattern of injury on the radiographs, and a point value was assigned
for each mechanism. Simple compression received 1 point, with a mechanism severe
enough to recreate a burst receiving an additional point, translation receiving 3 points,
and a distraction mechanism gathering 4 points. To this, Vaccaro added the integrity of
the posterior ligamentous complex, a concept initially introduced by Holdsworth, but
quantified in TLISS. No points are assigned if the complex is intact, 3 points if it is
ruptured and 2 points if the integrity of the ligaments is indeterminate. Finally, additional
criteria (beyond radiographic) were added to TLISS. This was the first classification
system to quantify the neurological status of the patient. Zero points were assigned to the
intact patient, while those who were complete or have a nerve root injury receive two
points, and patients with incomplete or cauda equine injuries were deemed the most
urgent and received 3 points. If the point total was ≥5, the injury was deemed operable
and those injury patterns with only three points were thought capable of being treated
nonsurgically. When patients received 4 points, surgery was left to the discretion of the
treating physician, although physicians in North America would often proceed with
surgical intervention. For example, a treatment option for a burst fracture with a complete
neurological deficit would be decompression and stabilization to prevent late deformity
and increase any potential for neurological improvement.
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The internal reliability of the TLISS was determined by core members of the STSG from
within the same institution and provided level III evidence that TLISS is a reproducible
classification system. Vaccaro et al26 circulated 71 cases with history, presumed
mechanism of injury, neurological exam, and radiographs, including plain films, CT and
MRI. Inter- and intrarater reliability was reported using a Cohen’s κ statistic, with a κ of
0.33 for mechanism, 0.91 for the neurological score, 0.35 for integrity of the PLC, and
0.29 for total TLISS score, with an interrater reliability on repeated evaluation of 0.46.26
Although the interrater reliability was only fair, surgeons agreed with the
recommendation of the TLISS score 96% of time. Patel also determined the reliability of
TLISS and assessed whether interobserver reliability of TLISS could improve with
time.27 The κ for mechanism improved from 0.26 to 0.64, and the κ for total TLISS
improved from 0.19 to 0.51. The improvement from slight to moderate agreement for
TLISS provided level II evidence that the classification system can be taught and learned
with relative ease and that interobserver reliability improves with time and education.

The initial studies on reliability found only fair reliability of TLISS, so the researchers
suggested that injury mechanism was often hard to recreate from the original
radiographic studies and replaced the concept of mechanism (TLISS) with that of
morphological pattern of the fracture.5,28,29 The resultant Thoracolumbar Injury
Classification and Severity Score (TLICS) was used with the following modification: a
compression fracture received 1 point, a burst received 2, a translation/rotation injury
received 3 points, and a distraction injury contributed 4 points to the score.5 The
hypothesis that morphology would lead to higher reliability when using the TLICS as
23

compared to the TLISS was tested by Whang.29 Twenty-five consecutive cases of
thoracolumbar trauma were presented to surgeons, ranging from orthopedic attendings to
junior residents. The cases were scored based on TLISS and then 3 months later, the
TLICS was scored. The κ statistic for the mechanism/morphology component of the
injury score showed substantial agreement (0.64 - TLISS/0.63 - TLICS) and the overall
agreement was moderate for both classification schemes (0.51 vs 0.46.). These authors
provided level II evidence that TLICS was not necessarily more reliable than TLISS due
to a moderate to substantial level of agreement for subcategories in both systems.

A number of researchers have demonstrated external validity to the TLISS/TLICS
classification schema. Lenarz et al30 looked at thoracolumbar trauma patients and graded
fracture patterns based on three classification systems: AO comprehensive classification,
Denis, and TLISS. Ninety-seven consecutive fractures were examined by four groups: 1)
spine attendings, 2) spine fellows, 3) nonspine attendings, and 4) orthopedic residents.
The TLISS classification showed substantial agreement for mechanism, neurological
status, and PLC integrity for spine attendings and fellows, and moderate agreement for
nonspine attendings and junior residents. Moderate agreement was found when
examining the AO and Denis classifications by basic fracture type, providing level II
evidence that the interobserver reliability can be substantial for TLISS, but varies by level
of involvement and training. The same group then conducted a retrospective analysis of
the same 97 consecutive trauma patients to determine if actual management agreed with
the TLISS score and found that in those patients with a score ≤3, 48 of 51 patients were
successfully treated nonoperatively, while in 33 of 37 with a TLISS score ≥ 5, surgery
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was indeed chosen as the treatment option, supporting with level III evidence the use of
TLISS in initial fracture management.31

Other authors have also examined whether TLICS/TLISS score could predict treatment
(surgery vs. conservative treatment) outside the initial group of surgeons that developed
the classification, thus validating its utility as a predictor for treatment. In 2010, Joaquin
retrospectively reviewed a series of trauma patients from 2 centers in Brazil. A total of 49
patients who underwent surgery for thoracolumbar trauma had adequate records to
determine a TLICS classification score.32 Forty-seven of the 49 patients (95.9%) had a
TLICS score of 4 or greater, with 87.5% of those with a score > 6 exhibiting some degree
of neurological injury. The authors provided level III evidence that TLICS was useful as
an injury severity score in their trauma population. However, the same author reviewed a
series of 458 consecutive patients from a North American center. A total of 310 patients
were treated conservatively, and 148 patients were treated surgically.33,34 Of the 310
patients conservatively treated patients, 307 had a TLICS score of 4 or less (98%), but
only 69 of the 148 patients (47%) in operative arm matched TLICS recommendations
providing contradictory level II evidence that in North America, TLICS scoring does not
accurately predict treatment for thoracolumbar trauma. The authors found inconsistencies
with TLICS and treatment of thoracolumbar trauma, and it is likely that the population
had a high number of “stable” burst fractures treated with early surgical stabilization in
an effort to promote early mobilization. The authors noted that early in the study period,
before the introduction of TLICS, several distractive injuries were missed, leading to
delayed surgery. They surmised that integration of PLC injury into a classification
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scheme would help reduce the number of missed distraction injuries, and indeed, none of
these injuries were treated conservatively after the introduction of the TLICS system.

Finally, Choi et al35 assessed the applicability of TLICS to a group of spine trauma
patients previously treated between 2010 and 2013 in Korea. Decisions for operative
intervention on thoracolumbar trauma are based on strict criteria from the Worker’s
Compensation board, HIRA, with 3-column injuries, burst fractures with 30° of
kyphosis/40% loss of height/50% canal encroachment, injury of PLC, neurological
deficit, and pain with conservative treatment all considered criteria for surgery. A total of
100 patients were retrospectively reviewed with 45 treated surgically and 55 treated
nonsurgically. In the nonsurgically treated group, TLICS scores ranged 1 to 4 with no
patients over 4. In the surgically treated group, all had TLICS scores ≥4 (mean, 5.62),
except 1 patient who had an initial score of 2. This study provided level III evidence that
the TLICS system has clinical applicability compared to real life experience in a select
patient population.

Due to regional differences in the threshold for surgical intervention, and because of the
often low reliability of discerning PLC injury and the wide variation in the availability of
MRI to help determine PLC injury,36-38 the AO Spine Classification Group was tasked
with the development of a morphologically based classification scheme that also paid
attention to the critical determinant of neurological examination.6,17 The resultant AO
Spine Thoracolumbar Injury Classification System is a comprehensive yet simple scheme
which appears on initial evaluation to have greater reproducibility and reliability than
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prior schemes. The wide availability and use of CT for evaluation of trauma patients is
the basis for this scheme and uses the Magerl hierarchy of injury types with each
successive type indicating ascending severity. Type A injuries are compression injuries
with injury of the anterior elements and preservation of the posterior ligamentous
complex: A0 fractures represent transverse or spinous process fractures; A1 are wedge
compression fractures of 1 endplate without involvement of the posterior wall of the
vertebral body; A2 are split or pincer fractures with involvement of both endplates; A3
are incomplete burst fractures which involve the posterior wall of the vertebral body but
only 1 endplate; and A4 fractures are complete bursts, which involve both endplates and
the posterior wall.

Type B injuries are failure of the posterior or anterior tension band in distraction: B1
injuries are transosseous monosegmental failure of the posterior tension band; B2 are
bony and/or ligamentous failure of the posterior tension band in conjunction with an A
fracture of the vertebral body; B3 injuries are hyperextension injuries through the disc
space or bone as commonly seen in ankylosing spondylitis. There is some confusion
because the first iteration of this new AO Classification System included these injuries
under type C. However, for the purposes of this guideline, the authors will include them
as type B as this is the classification which has been investigated for internal and external
reliability.

Finally, type C injuries suffer disruption of all elements with displacement or dislocation
of the cranial spinal elements relative to the caudal elements. There are no subtypes any
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longer for this injury pattern. In addition to the morphological classification, there is also
a neurological grading component (N0 = intact, N1 = transient symptoms, N2 =
radiculopathy, N3 = incomplete or cauda injury, and N4 = complete) and case-specific
modifiers. The goal will be to develop a spine injury score, though this is a work in
progress and beyond the scope of this review.

The initial evaluation of the AO Trauma Knowledge Forum working group consisted of 7
face-to-face meetings with 9 experienced spine surgeons. The final evaluation to
determine interobserver reliability was performed on 40 cases culled from the lead
author’s practice. There was agreement in 60% of cases when looking at basic type (κ =
0.72) and by complete classification or subtype there was agreement 35% of the time for
a κ of 0.64, showing good agreement when looking at the 3 basic types or even the
complete classification system. The intraobserver reliability showed a κ of 0.77 for the
whole classification and 0.85 when only looking at subtype, which suggests excellent
reproducibility when classifying fractures with this system.

Urrutia et al39 independently examined the inter- and intraobserver reliability of the
modified AO classification scheme using 70 cases, evaluated by 6 surgeons, 6 weeks
apart. The interobserver reliability was good for fracture type, κ = 0.62, and similar for
subtype, κ = 0.55. The intraobserver reliability yielded a κ of 0.77 for type and 0.71 for
subtype. The substantial agreement between observers with a wide variety of experience
provides level II evidence that the modified AO classification may be a more
reproducible classification system than previous systems.
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Future Research
These studies show that TLICS/TLISS cannot yet be adapted to predict management in
all thoracolumbar trauma populations because there is still wide variation in treatment
recommendations for physicians who treat these types of injuries. Further prospective
studies are necessary to validate the best treatment options for burst fractures that may be
considered stable and have a TLICS score of 2 to 4. Prospective research is also lacking
to demonstrate that the utilization of any classification system (compared to not using any
system) in making treatment decisions results in superior clinical outcomes for patients
with thoracolumbar spine injuries.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, several classification systems for thoracolumbar trauma have been proposed
over the last 100 years. Some systems follow mechanistic descriptions of the fracture
patterns, while others are considered morphological classification systems. However, all
systems had limitations with some being overly comprehensive or inclusive, and
therefore, difficult to learn and use, while other systems had fewer fracture types and
subtypes, which left gaps that did not allow for descriptions of all fracture types. In
addition, none of the classification systems went through a rigorous validation process,
and therefore were often difficult to reproduce outside of the original working group that
proposed the system.

In the last 10 years, two classification systems have been proposed, TLICS and the AO
Thoracolumbar Spine Injury Classification System. These have both undergone studies to
measure internal and external reliability and were found to be inclusive and descriptive of
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most thoracolumbar fractures. Hopefully, more studies using these systems will become
available to determine if these systems can accurately predict fracture treatment through
specific treatment protocols. Rigorous adoption and utilization of a specific classification
description is needed for future researchers to perform studies to determine if a specific
treatment algorithm is beneficial for a specific fracture pattern.
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Appendix I. Literature Searches
Search Strategies
PubMed
1. Lumbar vertebrae [MeSH] OR Thoracic vertebrae [MeSH]
2. Spinal Injuries [MeSH] OR Spinal Cord Injuries [MeSH]
3. #1 AND #2
4. Thoracolumbar [TIAB] OR thoraco-lumbar [TIAB] OR thoraco lumbar [TIAB]
OR burst [Title]
5. Injur* [TIAB] OR trauma* [TIAB] OR fractur* [TIAB] OR dislocation* [TIAB]
6. #4 AND #5
7. Lumbar vertebrae/injuries [MeSH] OR Thoracic vertebrae/injuries [MeSH]
8. #3 OR #6 OR #7
9. Trauma Severity Indices [MeSH] OR (Wounds and Injuries/classification
[MeSH:noexp] AND 1966:1989 [MHDA]) OR classification [SH]
10. Classif* [TIAB] OR categor* [TIAB]
11. #9 OR #10
12. #8 AND #11
13. #12 AND English [Lang]
14. (animal [MeSH] NOT human [MeSH]) OR cadaver [MeSH] OR cadaver* [Titl]
OR comment [PT] OR letter [PT] OR editorial [PT] OR addresses [PT] OR news
[PT] OR “newspaper article” [PT] OR case reports [PT]
15. #13 NOT #14
16. osteoporosis [MH] OR osteoporotic fractures [MH] OR osteoporo* [TITLE] OR
spinal neoplasms [MH] OR tumor* [TITLE] OR tumour* [TITLE] OR malignan*
[TITLE]
17. #15 NOT #16
Cochrane Library
1. Lumbar vertebrae: MeSH descriptor, explode all trees
2. Thoracic vertebrae: MeSH descriptor, explode all trees
3. #1 OR #2
4. Spinal Injuries: MeSH descriptor
5. Spinal Cord Injuries: MeSH descriptor
6. #4 OR #5
7. #3 AND #6
8. (Thoracolumbar OR thoraco-lumbar OR thoraco lumbar OR burst) NEAR/4
(Injur* OR trauma* OR fractur* OR dislocation*):ti,ab,kw
9. Lumbar vertebrae/injuries: MeSH descriptor, explode all trees
10. Thoracic vertebrae/injuries: MeSH descriptor, explode all trees
11. #9 OR #10
12. #7 OR #8 OR #11
13. mh osteoporosis or mh osteoporotic fractures or mh spinal neoplasms
14. osteoporo* or tumor* or malignan*:ti
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15. #13 OR #14
16. #12 NOT #15
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Appendix II. Article Inclusions and Exclusions

Overall search results = 932 references

Excluded (from introduction given in
title or abstract) = 880 references

Pulled for analysis = 52 references

Excluded = 32 references

Included = 20 references
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Appendix III. Rating Evidence Quality
Levels of Evidence for Primary Research Questiona
Types of studies
Therapeutic
studies –
Investigating the
results of
treatment

Prognostic studies
– Investigating
the effect of a
patient
characteristic on
the outcome of
disease

Diagnostic
studies –
Investigating a
diagnostic test

Economic and
decision analyses –
Developing an
economic or
decision model

Level • High-quality
I
randomized trial
with statistically
significant
difference or no
statistically
significant
difference but
narrow
confidenceintervals
• Systematic
reviewb of level
I RCTs (and
study results
were
homogenousc)

• High-quality

• Testing of

• Sensible costs and

prospective
studyd (all
patients were
enrolled at the
same point in
their disease with
≥80%
follow-up of
enrolled
patients)
• Systematic
reviewb of
level I studies

previously
developed
diagnostic
criteria on
consecutive
patients (with
universally
applied
reference
“gold”
standard)
• Systematic
reviewb of level
I studies

alternatives; values
obtained from
many studies; with
multiway
sensitivity
analyses
• Systematic
reviewb of level I
studies

Level • Lesser quality RCT
II
(e.g., ≤80% followup, no blinding, or
improper
randomization)
• Prospectived
comparative
studye
• Systematic reviewb
of level II studies or
level I studies with
inconsistent results

• Retrospectivef

• Development of

• Sensible costs and

study
• Untreated
controls
from an
RCT
• Lesser quality
prospective study
(e.g., patients
enrolled at
different points in
their disease or
≤80% follow-up)
• Systematic
reviewb of
level II studies

diagnostic
criteria on
consecutive
patients (with
universally
applied
reference
“gold”
standard)
• Systematic
reviewb of level
II studies

alternatives;
values obtained
from limited
studies; with
multiway
sensitivity
analyses
• Systematic
reviewb of level II
studies
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Level • Case control studyg
III
• Retrospectivef
comparative
studye
• Systematic
reviewb of level
III studies

• Case control studyg • Study of non

Level Case seriesh
IV

Case series

consecutive
patients;
without
consistently
applied
reference
“gold” standard
• Systematic
reviewb of level
III studies

• Analyses based on

limited alternatives
and costs; and poor
estimates
• Systematic
reviewb of level III
studies

• Case-control study • Analyses with no
• Poor
sensitivity

reference
standard

analyses

RCT, Randomized controlled trial.
a
A complete assessment of quality of individual studies requires critical appraisal of all aspects of the
study design.
b
A combination of results from ≥2 previous studies.
c
Studies provided consistent results.
d
Study was started before the first patient enrolled.
e
Patients treated one way (e.g., instrumented arthrodesis) compared with a group of patients treated in
another way (e.g., unsintrumented arthrodesis) at the same institution.
f
The study was started after the first patient enrolled.
g
Patients identified for the study based on their outcome, called “cases” (e.g., pseudoarthrosis) are
compared to those who did not have outcome, called “controls” (e.g., successful fusion).
h
Patients treated one way with no comparison group of patients treated in another way.
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Appendix IV. Linking Levels of Evidence to Grades of Recommendation
Grade of
recommendation
A
B

Standard language

Levels of evidence

Recommended
Suggested

C

Is an option

Two or more consistent level I studies
One level I study with Two or more
additional supporting consistent level II or
level II or III studies
III studies
One level I, II, or III
Two or more
study with supporting consistent level IV
level IV studies
studies
A single level I, II,
>1 study with
III, or IV study
inconsistent findingsa
without other
supporting evidence

Insufficient
Insufficient evidence
(insufficient or
to make
conflicting evidence) recommendation for
or against
a

Note that in the presence of multiple consistent studies, and a single outlying,
inconsistent study, the Grade of Recommendation will be based on the level of the
consistent studies.
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Appendix V. Criteria Grading the Evidence
The task force used the criteria provided below to identify the strengths and weaknesses
of the studies included in this guideline. Studies containing deficiencies were
downgraded one level (no further downgrading allowed, unless so severe that study had
to be excluded). Studies with no deficiencies based on study design and contained clinical
information that dramatically altered current medical perceptions of topic were upgraded.
1. Baseline study design (i.e., therapeutic, diagnostic, prognostic) determined to
assign initial level of evidence.
2. Therapeutic studies reviewed for following deficiencies:
•

Failure to provide a power calculation for an RCT;

•

High degree of variance or heterogeneity in patient populations with
respect to presenting diagnosis/demographics or treatments applied;

•

<80% of patient follow-up;

•

Failure to utilize validated outcomes instrument;

•

No statistical analysis of results;

•

Cross over rate between treatment groups of >20%;

•

Inadequate reporting of baseline demographic data;

•

Small patient cohorts (relative to observed effects);

•

Failure to describe method of randomization;

•

Failure to provide flowchart following patients through course of study
(RCT);

•

Failure to account for patients lost to follow-up;
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•

Lack of independent post-treatment assessment (e.g., clinical, fusion
status, etc.);

•

Utilization of inferior control group:
•

Historical controls;

•

Simultaneous application of intervention and control within
same patient.

•

Failure to standardize surgical/intervention technique;

•

Inadequate radiographic technique to determine fusion status (e.g., static
radiographs for instrumented fusion).

3.

4.

Methodology of diagnostic studies reviewed for following deficiencies:
•

Failure to determine specificity and sensitivity;

•

Failure to determine inter- and intraobserver reliability;

•

Failure to provide correlation coefficient in the form of kappa values.

Methodology of prognostic studies reviewed for following deficiencies:
•

High degree of variance or heterogeneity in patient populations with
respect to presenting diagnosis/demographics or treatments applied;

Failure to appropriately define and assess independent and dependent variables (e.g.,
failure to use validated outcome measures when available).
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Appendix VI. Evidence Tables
Table 1. Systems for Classification of Thoracolumbar Fractures
Author, Year
Kelly and
Whitesides,11 1968
Denis,12 1984

Level of
Evidence
III
III

McAfee et al,15
1986

III

Ferguson and
Allen,13 1984
Magerl et al,14
1994

III

McCormack et al,16
1994

III

Vaccaro et al,5
2005

III

Vaccaro et al,6
2013; Reinhold et
al,17 2013

III

III

Task Force Conclusions Relative to Question and
Rationale for Evidence Grading
Further promoted the concept of 2 anatomic columns
of the spine
Original classification reviewing 412 fractures with 4
distinct types and 16 subtypes. Introduced the concept
of three different anatomic columns
Original classification based on CT appearance of
fracture. Importance of mode of failure of middle
column in distinguishing stable from unstable burst
fractures
Original classification with 7 different fracture patterns
based on mechanism of failure
Original classification with 3 major types but 53
subtypes, which provided a comprehensive description
of all fractures. Increasing risk of neurological injury
with increased instability
Classification of burst fracture with anatomic pattern
determining whether short segment posterior fixation
is adequate
Original classification with a scoring system derive
from injury morphology or mechanism, neurological
deficit, and integrity of the PLC. Surgery should be
offered with injury to PLC and/or neurologic deficit
Original classification which simplifies the original
AO classification system into many fewer subtypes.

AO, Arbeitsgemeinschaft fur Osteosynthesenfragen (Association for the Study of Internal
Fixation); CT, computed tomography; PLC, posterolateral corner.
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Table 2. Studies Examining the Reliability and Validity of the Major Classification
Systems
Author, Year
Choi et al,35 2015

Level of
Evidence
III

Dai and Jin,25
2005

II

Joaquim et al,32
2010

III

Joaquim et al,34
2013

II

Kriek and
Govender,23 2006

III

Leferink et al,22
2002
Lenarz et al,30
2009

III

Lenarz and
Place,31 2010

III

Oner et al,21 2002

II

II

Task Force Conclusions Relative to Question and Rationale for
Evidence Grading
TLICS provided similar recommendations for surgical or
nonsurgical treatment in a population of Korean workers
compared to formal recommendations from the Korean
Worker’s Compensation Board
There is excellent inter- and intraobserver reliability using the
load sharing classification to describe fractures. However,
there is insufficient evidence to suggest that this classification
scheme can be used to predict failure of short segment
instrumentation
This paper provides evidence that TLICS is useful as a
predictor for surgical or nonsurgical treatment outside the
original group of surgeons who developed the classification
Retrospective review of 458 consecutive patients to determine
if TLICS classification scoring corresponded with actual
management. 98% of patients in the conservative arm matched
TLICS recommendations while only 47% in operative arm
matched TLICS recommendations
In this retrospective review of type A and B fractures using the
comprehensive classification, up to 30% of type B fractures
are misclassified as type A. The authors point to the potential
importance of MRI
There is good interobserver reliability of the comprehensive
classification at the basic level of the 3 major types
This is a reliability study comparing the AO, Denis, and TLISS
classification systems which shows good interobserver
reliability among more senior reviewers. Suggests the level of
reliability varies by experience
Retrospective review of cases to determine if actual
management of cases agreed with TLISS score. 48/51 with a
score <3 were successfully treated nonoperatively and 33/37
with a score ≥5 were treated surgically. The authors believe
this supports the utility of TLISS in initial fracture
management
There is good interobserver reliability when classifying
fractures with the Denis classification by type, but it drops to
fair to moderate when reviewing by subtype. The
comprehensive classification system yielded on fair to
moderate reliability, but it depended on the level of knowledge
of the person interpreting the scans. It also points to the
importance of MRI in using the comprehensive classification
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Patel et al,27 2007

II

Urrutia et al,39
2014

II

Vaccaro et al,26
2006

III

Wood et al.,20
2005

II

Interobserver reliability improved with time for poor or fair to
good with repeated use of the TLISS system. This paper
suggests that TLISS can be taught and learned with relative
ease
The modified AO classification system had good to excellent
inter- and intraobserver reliability, suggesting this
classification system may be more reproducible than earlier
systems
This is a retrospective review of 71 cases which showed fair
inter- and intraobserver reliability for the TLISS when looking
at the subcategories for posterior ligamentous disruption and
mechanism. However, surgeons agreed with the TLISS
recommendation for or against surgery 96% of the time
There is moderate inter- and intraobserver reliability when
using either the AO-comprehensive or Denis classification
systems at the most basic types of injury. However, the
reliability is only fair to moderate when trying to classify
subtypes of injury

AO, Arbeitsgemeinschaft fur Osteosynthesenfragen (Association for the Study of Internal
Fixation); MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; TLICS, Thoracolumbar Injury
Classification and Severity Scale; TLISS, Thoracolumbar Injury Severity Score.
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